
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behavior and breakfast foods.
•• Breakfast consumption by location, including at home, on the go and

restaurants.
•• The role of traditional breakfast foods in other dayparts, as well as the

potential for non-traditional meals in the morning.
•• The decline in importance of breakfast versus other meals and the

measures to be considered to regain that confidence.
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“The pandemic prompted a
shift in breakfast, with at-
home consumption taking a
greater role and options from
foodservice operators
significantly diminished, as
morning commutes were, for
much of the country and the
year, also reduced."
– Billy Roberts, Sr Analyst –
Food and Drink
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2008-18
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• “Breakfast” foods can leverage health in a variety of ways
Figure 17: Important claims when choosing food and drinks,
August 2020
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15-September 8, 2020
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• Culinary innovation readies packaged breakfast brands to
fill the experience void
Figure 19: Recent frozen breakfast launches
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• Free-from claims maintain prominence among breakfast
launches
Figure 20: Free-from claims on food and drink launches
featuring the word “breakfast,” 2015-20

• Finding function
Figure 21: Food and drink launches featuring the word
“breakfast,” by functional claims, 2015-20

• Cereal leads breakfast launches, focuses on ingredient-
based claims
Figure 22: Most frequent nutritional claims on breakfast
cereal product launches, by year

• Restaurant breakfasts decline
• Cost saving could lead to more from-scratch breakfasts at

home
• Cereal and yogurt prove breakfast can be at any time of

day
• Supermarkets prove the go-to resource for breakfast foods
• Giving a boost to breakfast
• Disrupt breakfast habits

• Vast majority of breakfasts already consumed at home
Figure 23: Normal breakfast consumption, June 2020

• Young adults more likely to turn to restaurants for
breakfast/brunch
Figure 24: Normal breakfast consumption, by age, June 2020

• Parents turning to restaurants for breakfasts heavily on
weekends
Figure 25: Normal breakfast consumption, by parental status,
June 2020

• Restaurant breakfasts should augment flavor messaging
with a healthy component
Figure 26: Breakfast attitudes, by location of typical breakfast
consumption, June 2020

• Home breakfasts predominate, especially among the old
Figure 27: Source of breakfast eaten at home, by age, June
2020

• COVID-19 has increased breakfast consumption most
among younger consumers
Figure 28: Increased consumption of breakfast types, by age,
June 2020
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• Cereal proves most popular; yogurt remains steady
throughout the day
Figure 29: Breakfast consumption – Net any use, June 2020
Figure 30: Breakfast consumption occasion by time of day,
June 2020

• Expand the role of “breakfast”
Figure 31: Breakfast consumption occasion, June 2020

• Cereal could leverage nostalgia to expand daypart usage
Figure 32: Cereal consumption occasion by time of day, June
2020

• Consumers are diversifying their breakfast shopping
Figure 33: Breakfast purchase location, June 2020

• Younger people shifting breakfast purchase locations
Figure 34: Breakfast purchase location, by age, June 2020

• Younger people turning to 3+ locations for breakfast foods
Figure 35: Repertoire of locations shopped for breakfast
foods, by age, June 2020

• Consumers who shop around for breakfast compelled by
health, freshness
Figure 36: Important attributes when selecting breakfast
items, by repertoire of purchase locations, June 2020

• Health, ease and flavor lead breakfast drivers
Figure 37: Important attributes when selecting breakfast, June
2020

• Searching for healthy breakfasts at natural supermarkets
Figure 38: Important attributes when selecting breakfast
items, by purchase location, June 2020

• Boost nutritional attributes of breakfast options
Figure 39: TURF Analysis – Important attributes when selecting
breakfast items, June 2020

• “Quick” and “filling” appeal to moms, “fresh” to dads
Figure 40: Important attributes when selecting breakfast, by
parental status, by gender, June 2020

• Break the breakfast routine
Figure 41: Breakfast attitudes, June 2020

• Younger consumers open to greater variety at breakfast
Figure 42: Breakfast attitudes, by age, June 2020
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• Hispanic Millennials value a healthy breakfast
Figure 43: Breakfast attitudes, by Hispanic origin, by
generation, June 2020

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

Figure 44: Table - TURF Analysis – Important attributes when
selecting breakfast food items, June 2020

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

APPENDIX - TURF ANALYSIS – METHODOLOGY
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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